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 Joint Stock Company "Barza Alba" Address: Blvd. Victory 49, municipality Ponds. Republic of
Moldova, MD-З101 Leonid Babii Born on September 25, 1948, in the village of Stone Mill,
Drochia Economist, had graduated from Moldavian Agricultural Institute. Doctor' of Efonomic
Sciences. From 2001 - general director , of. the «Barza Alba» JSC. Rewarded with «Insigna de
Onoare» and «Gloria Muncii» orders.  Name Barza Alba (white stork) has the symbolic meaning
for consumers of strong drinks produced in Moldova. Divines and brandy released under these
brand haclwon recognition of strong drinks amateurs and had brought fame to the enterprise
bearing just the same name - «Barza Alba».
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 Divines and brandy released under these brand haclwon recognition of strong drinks amateurs
and had brought fame to the enterprise bearing just the same name - «Barza Alba».  JSC
«Barză Alba» is the largest producer of divines and brandy on the territory of the Republic of
Moldova and is the successor of the Balti winery, rich in traditions of production and realization
of strong drinks. Currentlyr it possesses with large production base. 400 persons work here.
Annually, more than 9 mln. bottles of cognac- and brandy are produced., Methods and style, of
work, technological lines and processes were modified.  Divines and brandy «Barză Alba» 'are
» produced under special technologies allowing the harmonically combination of classic,
traditional technologies and newest scientific achievements  . Primary wine material, which is
supplied by the Moldavian producers, is matured and stored in oak barrels, which provide drinks
with special aroma and strength. Then, matured wine material is subjected to modern
processes of treatment. In order to keep leadership in its branch, «Barza Alba» JSC is striving,
first of all, to keep the corporate image, to. introduce new and improved technologies and to
promote growth raw material resources at the territory of the Republic of Moldova. From this
point  of view, «Barza Alba» JSC had become long ago the criterion of quality. Different kinds of
divines. («Белый Аист», «Garling», «Magistr», «Bucuria», «Balti», «Speranţa»,
-«Праздничный»,. «Codru», «Sofia», «Prezident»), vodkas and brandy («Белый Аист»,
«Bălti», «Вечерняя звезда», «Voievod», «Кумир», «Plosca va-' natorului») are the invariable
success both  on the local and foreign, markets, in CIS and Baltic states, in Poland, Israel, USA,
Germany and Australia. Following compa-nies are the main distributors of the «Barza Alba»
products: «Bonus Bord», «Bolero», «Agat», «Buromet», «Vladi», «Reanex, Kaubundus» and
«Garling-Majketing». They deliver local divines and brandy in Russia, Ukraine, Israel,
Kazakhstan, -Estonia and Germany. Quality of «Barza Alba» drinks was highly estimated at the
international ex-, hibitions in Yalta, Moscow, Sofia, Bucharest, Timisoara, Erevan, Chisinau, etc.
«Barza Alba» JSC had won 11 «Grand Prix» awards, ,89 medals and international premium
«Star Award» for quality. In 2003, the enterprise was rewarded with the premium «Marele
premiu» in the field of wine making and successes' in promotion of Moldavian divines on the
international sale markets.
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